
ADIEU TO PEACE: Adventure of Dr. Faustus 
(Lamentation for New Pentecost, IX) 
 
Initially I wanted to post only two short sentences that have been placed within my heart for some 
time now: “There is no clean air without clean internal combustion engines” and “There is no clean 
energy without clean hearts.” 
 
However, as I wanted to write this morning, Dr Faustus of the Renaissance period (after Middle 
Ages) clicked upon my heart. I remembered vaguely that one of my professors mentioned his name 
when I was studying philosophy. And I decided to see why he surfaced on my mind today; and this 
is written about him, “It is not a desire to please God that drives Faustus, but rather a desire to 
please Man and applaud him through his own power and successes. It is this reason that God is left 
out of the bulk of the drama and the dramatic narrative. God is not a presence in the mind of 
Faustus, and although Faustus is willing to recognize and deal with demons and devils, he is not 
willing to recognize the ultimate Christian authority of God, thereby leading to his own downfall and 
damnation… Faustus signs away his soul in accordance with the agreement with Mephistopheles, 
but God, as Prime Mover of the Universe needs do no more than stay in the background” 
(Christopher Marlowe’s drama, “The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus)  
 
Hey, it is not over yet! Let the blame not only be on the exhaust pipes. It is not only the cars and 
cows that exert and exhale energetic reverberance into the air. Human actions, originating from 
unclean hearts and sinful choices, are exhaust channels that cause more energetic reverberance upon 
entire creation. After fossil fuels, let’s be mindful that “batteries” contain their own silhouetted 
chemical emissions. Though, currently, many persons point only at the cows and cars, like Adam 
and Eve who blamed the speechless ‘serpent,’ sooner or later, the world will realize that a major 
urgent neutralization is required, the neutrality of the Sulphur of sin. A clean heart is inevitable for a 
clean climate. Then everyone will look into his or her own heart. How sad it is to foresee that it will 
cost the world so much before they come to this realization. Then, there will be national and 
international assemblies for prayer and reparation. The current plague is largely affecting internal 
breathing, other emissions will affect the external skin. In all, it is not God chastising humanity but 
by humanity turning away from Him, they become helpless before the revolt of nature that human 
robust ambitions have created. It is commendable and very much appreciated that nations and 
persons are working hard to ensure a safe clean climate. No one should discredit honest efforts. 
However, there is need to look into every aspect as to ensure safe future. God has weaved all 
creatures together and all are connected to God. It is ridiculous for persons with unclean hearts to 
desire to breadth clean air. It is deceptive for the world to imagine a future with a clean climate while 
their actions and decisions breed uncleanness (see Eco-Sanctification Initiative, cmdorg.org.) 
 
When we connect ourselves to God’s Will, we connect to His Kingdom of PEACE. Without God 
there is no peace. He is the Prince of Peace, JESUS CHRIST. There is a serious connection between 
sin and the climate. The history of disordered climate is traced to the failure of our first parent to do 
God’s Will. When they chose to disobey God’s Will, everything placed around them and for them 
became adversarial. This is the first credible recorded history of climatic disorder: hurricane, global 
warming, flood, war, conflicts, etc. By our first parent stepping over the boundaries God assigned to 
them, they lost the harmony of everything God had subjected under them. “You must not eat fruit 
from the tree that is in the middle of the garden, and you must not touch it, or you will die… She 
also gave some to her husband, who was with her, and he ate it. Then the eyes of both of them were 
opened, and they realized they were naked; so they sewed fig leaves together and made coverings for 
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themselves” (Gen. 3, please see Immaculate Conception in Chapter Five of God’s Foot Is On The 
World.) They needed no covering from shame or cold prior to the disobedience. By God mercy, 
Jesus Christ restored creation and He heals the miseries of humans, and He is the Lord and King of 
all creatures. 
 
Sin opposes God’s Will, and the consequence is disorder. The Lord made this clear through Luisa 
Piccarreta, “In fact without My Will dominating, there can be neither growth nor beauty nor 
happiness, nor order, nor harmony. Since My Will is master, origin and beginning of the whole work 
of creation…All things even the smallest have their place…by withdrawing from Our Will, man lost 
his place: he remained without Our (Holy Trinity) home…exposed to dangers. All can touch him to 
harm him…while he possesses a degraded human will that can give him only but miseries, weakness 
and passions. And because he has lost his origin, his place, he remained without order, 
disharmonized from all, he enjoys no peace, not even within himself.” (Book of Heaven, Vol.20). 
Recall the instance when Luisa sighed and was reluctant to do God’s Will; this was shown to her 
because she quickly repented, “My daughter, that sigh of unwillingness of yours has formed its echo 
in everyone. And do you know what they felt? As if a constellation wanted to go out of its place – 
out of the order, out of its rapid round around their Creator.” There is a consequence for every 
action of disobedience to God’s Will. It creates an echo in the whole of creation and even within 
oneself. 
 
As such, Dear Friend, the negligence of Jesus Christ, the WORD OF God, the Source of Life, the 
Healer of all miseries, renders all efforts to peace and clean air inconsequential. He is the 
CenterPoint and Center-Pillar of the universe, “For in Him all things were created, things in heaven 
and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities. All things 
were created through Him and for Him. He is before all things, and in Him all things hold together” 
(Col.1:16-17). Without the One Who holds all things in the universe together, all summits and 
initiatives do not achieve sustainable results. That is to say, we cannot successfully champion clean 
energy/air and rebellion against God’s Word at the same time. We cannot obtain climatic harmony 
while promulgating unnatural laws and choices. Even as individuals, as you live in sin and self-will, 
though you seek comfort in money, romance, games, movies, sea breeze, and power, you bid true 
peace adieu. 
 
Fr. Ignatius Mary         11/13/2021 
On the Lord’s Descent Day (formerly called Saturday, see Christ the King New Era, cmdorg.org) 
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